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Essential Medicines Essential Medicines 

Guiding principle: A limited range of carefully selected 

essential medicines leads to better health care, better 

medicines management, and lower costs 

Definition: Essential medicines are those that satisfy the 

priority health care needs of the population 

Selection: Selected with due regard to disease prevalence, 

evidence on efficacy and safety, and comparative cost-

effectiveness. 
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… 38 years of EML … 38 years of EML 

1977 1st Model list published, 208 active substances 

 - List is revised every two years by WHO Expert Committee 

 - 2002 Revised procedures approved by WHO (EB109/8) 

 - Last revision (April 2013) contains 374 medicines 

 

 The first list was a major breakthrough in the history of medicine, 

pharmacy and public health 

                                                               Médecins sans Frontières, 

2000 
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The Essential Medicines List  

and concept 

The Essential Medicines List  

and concept 

 "The concept of essential medicines is one of the 

major public health achievements in the history of 

WHO.  

 It is as relevant today as it was at it inception over 

30 years ago." 

  Dr Margaret Chan — Director-General, WHO 
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Why is it 'model' Why is it 'model' 

 Model for its selection process  

 Model to facilitate efforts to 'improve health' of population 

  Regulation    

  Quality    

  (Rational) Responsible and evidence-based use  

  Procurement and Supply 

 

Access: Availability, Affordability, Accessibility and Acceptability 







Donazioni: 4 principi OMS 



Donating returned medicines (LG OMS)  



Donazioni: principi  OMS 



Donations and long-term treatments 



Le raccomandazioni OMS (1/4) 



Le raccomandazioni OMS (2/4) 



Le raccomandazioni OMS (3/4) 



Le raccomandazioni OMS (1/4) 
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EML criteria (EB 109/8, 2001) EML criteria (EB 109/8, 2001) 

 Disease burden  

 Sound and adequate data on the efficacy, safety and comparative 

cost-effectiveness of available treatments 

– Need for special diagnostic or treatment facilities also considered 

 “Absolute cost of the treatment will not constitute a reason to 

exclude a medicine from the Model List that otherwise meets the 

stated selected criteria”  


